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0. INTRODUCTION 
For R any ring (which we always assume to have a unit), an R-module 
is an algebra M = (M, + M, - M, O”, f !!)lS R , usually denoted more 
simply as W, +, -¶ O,L)rER, such that (M, +, -, 0) is an Abelian 
group, and such that the following equations hold identically on M for all 
?.,SERI 
mJx0)) =ftft(xo)? where r.s=tinR (1) 
L(%+xl)~fA%)+.wl) (2) 
mcJ +.wo) =ft(xoh where r+s=tinR (3) 
flM =x0. (41 
The class of all R-modules forms a variety denoted R&. In this paper, we 
are interested in the relation of interpretability of varieties, mainly applied 
to the varieties R&. The notion of interpretability was introduced in 1974 
by W. D. Neumann [32], and studied in depth by 0. C. Garcia and 
W. Taylor in their memoir [8] of 1984. For studies of various other aspects 
of interpretability, see W. J. Blok Cl], 0. C. Garcia [7], 0. C. Garcia and 
W. Taylor [lo, 111, R. Lewin [20, 211, J. Mycielski and W. Taylor [29], 
and W. Taylor [37,38]. 
One persistent problem in the study of the lattice Lint of varieties ordered 
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by the interpretability relation (which we describe more precisely in 
Section 3 below) has been whether any of the naturally occurring elements 
are completely meet-irreducible. A number of elements of Lint were shown 
in [S] to be meet-irreducible, such as the variety of Abelian groups 
(equivalent o the variety ,&! of Z-modules), the variety of sets (this is the 
least element of Lint), and the variety of commutative groupoids. In [38] 
the last two of these were seen not to be completelry meet-irreducible; each 
in fact is the meet of a countable family of larger varieties. 
Here we investigate meets of sets of elements above ,.M in Lint, with the 
following main results. The order relation in the following theorems is the 
ordering of interpretability, which is explained in detail in Section 3 below, 
and the meet in Theorem 2 is formed in the lattice L’“’ described there. 
(According to Theorem 16 below, these three theorems can be understood 
more simply-although somewhat less generally-by restricting all varieties 
appearing in them to be module varieties, and by understanding .J&’ < R& 
to mean that there exists a (unit-preserving) homomorphism S -+ R. In this 
way, the theorems become statements about the category of rings.) We let 
p stand for the least measurable cardinal, about which more will be said in 
Section 1. We adopt the convention that if there exists no measurable 
cardinal, then the relation “K: < 1-1” holds for all cardinals K. 
THEOREM 1. There is a finitely presented commutative ring S such that 
,A? < ,A’, and such that $A GR ~4’ both for R any ring of algebraic numbers 
other than Z itself, and for R = Z/n (n = 2, 3, ..~). In fact ,A is equivalent to 
a finitely axiomatized variety in finitely many operation symbols. 
THEOREM 2. If X is a set of varieties, each > zA?, and IX\ < p, then 
/\%->,A. 
THEDREM 3. Zf W > EJt! and W has fewer than p operations, then there 
exists a ring R with )Rj <p, such that sA? < R& and W $ RA’. 
Thus, in the absence of measurable cardinals, Theorems 2 and 3 present 
the anomalous situation that =JZ is completely meet-irreducible, but has 
no cover in L’“‘. That is to say, every set of elements > ,J& meets to an 
element x > z&‘, but the class X of all elements above ,A is a proper class 
and AX=*&‘. 
Theorem 1 is essentially an example showing that the most obvious 
candidates for varieties meeting to E& will not work. Our method for 
Theorem 1 is to establish an interesting connection (see Sections 4 and 5) 
between interpretability and the existence of solutions of Diophantine 
equations. We then apply some known facts about the existence and non- 
existence of solutions to Diophantine equations in various rings. Section 5 
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is a technical section that is needed only for the final sentence of 
Theorem 1. 
In some of the sections, some of the theorems are proved in a more 
general way. In Section 9 we prove Theorems 2 and 3 with z&’ replaced 
by the variety of groups. 
We make no contribution to the theory of Diophantine equations per se; 
we merely apply some facts about known-or knowable-Diophantine 
equations. In this regard, we especially thank George M. Bergman and 
Hendrik W. Lenstra, Jr., whose expertise provided us with some examples 
that were critical to the successful completion of the ideas concerning 
subrings of the ring of algebraic numbers. We also thank Karl Norton, Joel 
Roberts, and the referee for helpful remarks and citations. All material 
about specific Diophantine equations is collected in Section 6 below. 
Except for Section 2, the entire paper can be read without any specialized 
knowledge about field theory or algebraic number theory. That section 
contains what one needs to know about these areas to verify our claims 
about a certain Diophantine equation. 
1. PRELIMINARIES ON SET THEORY 
By the generalized continuum hypothesis, abbreviated GCH, we under- 
stand the assertion that, for every infinite cardinal IC, the first cardinal 
beyond IC is 2”, which by definition is the cardinality of the power set of rc. 
The continuum hypothesis is the restriction of GCH to rc = o. 
We expect the reader to be familiar with the ideas of filter, ultrafilter, 
and (0, 1 }-valued measure on a set T. (In particular a (0, 1 }-valued 
measure is assumed only to be finitely additive, and it always satisfies 
a(T) = 1 and a(@) = 0.) We sometimes ay “measure” instead of “(0, l}- 
valued measure.” There is a one-one correspondence between (0, l>- 
valued measures CI on T and ultralilters % on T, given by 
a(X) = 1 iff XE&. 
A measure a is x-additive iff it satisfies 
CI u xi = 1 a(X,) 
( > is/? iefi 
for all cardinals B < rc and all disjoint sequences Xi (i E /?) of subsets of T. 
This happens if and only if the corresponding ultralilter is Ic-complete, i.e., 
satisfies 
if Xie42 (iep), then n Xj~%. 
ipg 
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for each cardinal /? < K. Often o,-completeness [or additivity] is referred to 
as countable completeness [or additivity]. 
A measure CI is said to be concentrated at point t E T if a( (t)) = 1. This 
occurs if and only if the corresponding ultrafilter satisfies {t > G %, which 
occurs iff a’= {X: (t) EX), in which case G%! is said to be a principal 
ultrufiilter. The following lemma is an easy consequence of the definitions. 
LEMMA 4. If % is an ultrafilter on T that is not countably complete, then 
there exists a descending sequence 
of sets in “%! such that niSw Dj= 0. 
A cardinal u is said to be strongly inaccessible if the family C, of sets of 
cardinality <K is closed under forming power sets and unions (over index 
sets in C,). It cannot be proved from the standard axioms of set theory 
that there exists a strongly inaccessible cardinal. If one does exist, then we 
let v denote the least one. Even if no strongly inaccessible cardinal exists, 
we permit ourselves to write ;1< v, which we regard as (vacuously) true in 
that case for every cardinal A. 
A cardinal JC is called measurable iff rc > w and there exists a measure 01 
on K that is K-additive but not concentrated at a point. We denote the least 
measurable cardinal p, with the same conventions as for v, since, again, 
measurable cardinals may fail to exist. The following lemma is well known 
and easy, but we include it because it is crucial to our application of the 
hypothesis, in Theorem 2, that 1x1 < p. 
LEMMA 5. Let u,, be the smallest cardinal (if there is one) that has a 
countably additive {O, 1 )-valued measure that is not concentrated at a point. 
Then p. is measurable (and hence pO=u). 
Proof Let c1 be a countably additive (0, 1 )-valued measure on p0 that 
is not concentrated at a point. If LX fails to be PO-additive, there exist p < pclo 
and a disjoint family of sets Xic p,, (iG fi) such that a(X,) = 0 for each i, 
but a( U Xi) = 1. It is not hard to check that if we define 
a’(J) = tl 
( > 
(J xj 
isJ 
for Jc fi, then ~4 is a countably additive measure on /?, and cc’ is not 
concentrated at a point. This contradicts the minimality of p,,, and thus the 
proof of the theorem is complete. 1 
Let K be the class of cardinals that admit no countably additive measure 
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not concentrated at a point. In 1930 S. Ulam [39] proved that this class 
is closed under all the closure rules that define strong inaccessibility, and 
hence, the first measurable cardinal must be at least as big as the first 
strongly inaccessible cardinal. It was later proved by W. Hanf [13], 
A. Tarski [34], and H. J. Keisler [16] that the first measurable cardinal, 
p, is the pth strongly inaccessible cardinal, and thus in particular that 
v < ,u. 
In this paper we make use of some notions of weak atomic compactness. 
The reader is referred to J. Mycielski [27] for the basic definitions, and to 
further work by B. Weglorz [41], G. Fuhrken and W. Taylor [6], 
W. Taylor [36], and G. H. Wenzel [42] for more information about this 
topic in general. Nevertheless, the facts we need will mostly be developed 
from scratch. 
We allow sets X of variables of arbitrary cardinality, and we assume 
that-for each similarity type p-the class of terms with variables from X 
has been defined. By equations over X we mean ordered pairs of such terms. 
We assume that the reader is acquainted with the satisfaction relation for 
equations. An algebra of type p is called weakly equationally compact iff, for 
any set X of variables, every set Z of equations of type p over X is 
satisfiable in A whenever every finite subset of Z is satisfiable in A. If IC is 
an infinite cardinal, then A is called1 weakly equationally Ic-compact iff the 
above condition holds for sets with (Zj d rc. (For IC = K, we may speak of 
countable weak equational compactness.) A is said to be equationally 
compact [or Ic-compact] iff the algebra A, when expanded to include each 
element of A as a constant function, is weakly equationally compact 
[or Ic-compact]. The following lemma is a close cousin to some results 
appearing in B. Weglorz [41]. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose A is any algebra. If there exist a set T, an ultrafilter 
% on T that is not countably complete, algebras B,, and homomorphisms 
h:nB,/&+A and f,: A -+ B, (tE T), 
then A is countably weakly equationally compact. 
ProoJ: Let Z= {e,, e,, . . . } be any countable set of equations such that 
every finite subset of ,E is satisfiable in A. Let the variables of ,X be 
xg, Xl, . . . . We need to show that Z is satisfiable in A. We are given that 
each .Zk = (e,, e,, . . . . ek) is satisfiable in A; the existence of the 
homomorphism f,: A + B, tells us that Z, is satisfiable in B, for every t 
1 This is the more common definition. Reference [6] bounds the size of X instead. For 
countably infinite algebras, the two notions coincide [6]. 
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and every finite k. By Lemma 4 there exists a countable descending 
sequence of sets DjG& such that ni6, Di= 0. 
Now for each k > 0 and each t E D, - D, + 1, let us select elements e of 
B, (for all t E T and for all j z 0) such that the assignment xj+-+ bj E 
satisfies all the equations in C k. Having done this for all k and all t, we 
clearly have elements @E S, such that for each t E Dk, the assignment 
xi++ b( E B, satisfies the equation ek. Now consider the assignment 
xj w bi = (bj : t f T) of elements of n B, to the variables xi. It is clear 
that, for each k, this assignment satisfies the equation ek in all coordinates 
Jo D,. Therefore if we consider the assignment xi H bJ%! in the 
ultraproduct n B,/%, every equation ek is satisfied. In other words, there 
is a single assignment hat simultaneously satisfies all the equations in C. 
Since C is satisfiable in R BJUZI, the existence of the homomorphism 
h: n B,/% -+ A tells us that ;I; is satisfiable in A. i 
In Section 7, we are interested in algebras, especially rings2 like Z and Q 
(see below), that fail to be countably weakly equationally compact. We ~a11 
such algebras N&compact ; shortly we introduce a more general notio 
incompactness. The first lemma essentially appeared in Mycielski [27]. 
stated it for Z.) 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that there exist primes p and q with p #q such that 
every element of R other than 0 fails to be divisible by all powers p” and also 
fails to be divisible by all powers q”. Then R is K,-incompact. 
Proof Consider the equations 
ux+vyw 1; xzpnx,; yxq”y, 
(for n E 0). It is not hard to check that any finite subset of these equations 
is satisfiable in R, whereas the entire set is not. 1 
The next lemma is implicit in Mycielski [27]. 
LEMMA 8. The ring Q of rational numbers is N,-incompact. 
ProojI The equation 
(nx - m)x,, z 1 
clearly implies that x #m/n. Therefore, the set of all these equations, with 
m ranging over all integers, and n ranging over all positive integers, is not 
satisfiable in Q. On the other hand, a finite subset of these equations 
2 D. K. Haley’s book [12] provides a lot of information about equational compactness of 
rings, but much less about weak equational compactness. 
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excludes only finitely many values for x, and hence can be satisfied, since 
Q is infinite. 1 
Following R. McKenzie [24], we say that an algebra A is rc-incompact 
iff there exists a set C of JC equations suitable to the type of A, which has 
no solution in A, although each subset of Z of power <K is satisfiable in 
A. (K,-incompactness was introduced above as the negation of countable 
weak equational compactness.) J. Mycielski [27] proved that the ring Z of 
integers is K,-incompact, and McKenzie [24] strengthened this result by 
showing that the group Z is K,-incompact. It follows from [28,26] that for 
every cardinal IC < v (the first strong inaccessible) the ring Z is k--incompact. 
Los showed in [22] that, for every il < ,U (the first measurable cardinal), 
there exists a set X of 2” group equations that is not satisfiable in Z, 
although every subset of Z of power 1 is satisfiable in Z. In other words, 
the group Z is Ic-incompact for some IC with 1~ IC ,< 2’. 
LEMMA 9. If R is any subring of the ring Q of rational numbers, and 
1~ p (the first measurable cardinal), then R is u-incompact for some K with 
A<lcd2? 
ProoJ It will be enough to describe a set .Z of 2” equations that is not 
satisfiable in R, although every subset of Z of power ~1 is satisfiable in R. 
We begin with one variable xs for each subset S of A, and include in 2 
the equations 
X1” rv 1; xs(xs- l)zO; (5) 
XSr,TMXSXT; XSuTzxS+XT, (6) 
with the latter equation included only for Sn T= a, and the equations 
X{a} = 0, (7) 
for each a E ;1. Now let W stand for an arbitrary w-sequence (%?,,, Bi , . ..} of 
subsets of k such that the sets 9& partition i. We then include for each such 
9 a variable z*, and for each 93 and each n E CI), we include variables yr, 
t” uw vye and w” Let R be enumerated as {an/b,,: n E 03. We now 
c”ompie;e ;;’ by inclu”c;ing all equations 
yz(b,zYe - a,) x (xs - l)( 1 + (tf)* + (uf)’ + (u:)” + (wz)*), (8) 
where W is as above, n E w, and g” = S. 
Suppose there is an interpretation of the variables in R that satisfies all 
these equations, and for the sake of simplicity, let each variable denote its 
own interpretation in R. Then, Eq. (5) implies that each xs is 0 or 1, and 
Eqs. (5)-(7) imply that the map S I-+ xs is a (0, 1 }-valued measure on R 
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that is not concentrated on any point. We establish a contradiction, and 
thereby prove that .Z cannot be satisfied in R, by showing that this measure 
is countably additive. To show this, it will be enough to see that for any 
countable partition of A, one block in the partition has measure 1. So, let 
the partition be given by 8; it is apparent from Eq. (8) that if a,Jb, is the 
value of zd, then the nth block of 2X has measure 1. 
Now suppose we consider a set Co of fewer than I of the equations C. 
So, there exists a E a such that Eq. (7) does not appear in EC, for this value 
of a. Then we define xs to be 1 if a E S and 0 otherwise (thus building the 
measure concentrated at a). Now all instances of Eqs. (5~(7) that lie in Co 
are satisfied. To satisfy Eq. (8), we define zw to be a,/b,, where rt is defined 
by requiring that a lie in the nth block of the partition 9, The remaining 
variables are now easily chosen (using Lagrange’s theorem that every 
positive integer is the sum of four squares) to satisfy Eq. (7). [ 
By a graph we understand a relational structure G = (G, 22) with E a 
binary relation of G that is anti-reflexive (i.e., for all aE G, the pair 
{a, a) 4 E) and symmetric (i.e., if (a, b) E I$ then (b, a> E E). E is some- 
times called the set of edges of G. A coZoration of G in IC colors is a function 
f: G --) IC such that f(a) #f(b) for each edge (a, b). The chromatic rtumber 
of G is the smallest cardinal x such that there exists a coloration of G in 
K colors. If G is a graph and Hc G, then the subgraph spanned by H is the 
graph (H, En H2). The following theorem is due to P. Erdiis and 
A. Hajnal [3]. 
THEOREM 10 (GCH). For k= 1,2, . . . . there exists a graph Gk of 
elements, such that Gk has chromatic number X1 but every subgraph of 
spanned by N,_ 1 elements has chromatic number RO. 
It is unknown whether Theorem 10, or anything similar, can be 
continued to cardinals N, or beyond. 
COROLLARY 11 (GCH). If K is any countably infinite field, then K is 
rc-incompact for N 1 < K < K,. 
ProoJ: To begin the construction, we first assume that the graph Gk of 
Theorem 10 has universe ok. We then consider, for i, p < ok, the equation 
(Thus our collection of variables here consists of zL for I < wk and of “j.p 
for /2, p < ok.) Now ZK is defined to be the collection of all the equations 
(E& for (2, p) an edge of the graph G,. 
First we prove that ,Zk is not satisfiable in K. By way of contradiction, 
suppose that C, is satisfied by assigning G and q to zi. and x,,, respec- 
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tively. Clearly Eq: (E,,) implies that G# Z,. Therefore, we see that the 
function LHZ, maps elements of G, that are connected by an edge to 
distinct elements of K. This is a coloration of Gk in No colors, in contra- 
diction to the fact that the chromatic number of G, is N1. 
Next we let Z’ be any subset of L’, of cardinality < Kk- 1 and proceed 
to show that L” is satisfiable in K. Clearly L” contains only variables z1 for 
1 occurring in some subset S of ok with ISI < ok- 1. From our description 
of G, in the above theorem of Erdos and Hajnal, we know that the 
subgraph determined by S can be colored in N, colors. We take the color 
set to be the universe K of K. We can now satisfy (E,,) in K, by taking Z, 
to be the color of 1 in K, and choosing xAP to be the reciprocal in K of the 
non-zero quantity G-Z;. 1 
Equations (E;,) in the proof of the next theorem are essentially due to 
J. Mycielski [27]. A unit of a ring K is an element u of K such that U. 2) = 1 
for some 21 EK. 
COROLLARY 12 (GCH). Let n be a squarefree positive integer that has a 
prime divisor 2 7. The ring Z[&] is u-incompact for N, < IC < N,. 
ProojI One easily checks that, under our assumptions about n, there 
exists an integer k such that (n, k) = 1 and k2 f f 1 (mod n). We claim 
that for this k and for any ZE Z[&], nz+ k is never a unit of Z[,,&]. 
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that this held for z = a+ b&. Then 
(na + k) + bn& is a unit of K, and so 
&l=((na+k)+bn&)((na+k)-bn,,&z) 
= (na f k)2 - b2n3, 
and so k2 z +l (mod n), in contradiction to our assumption about k. 
To begin the construction, we first assume that the graph Gk of the 
theorem has universe wk. We then consider, for 1, ,u < wk, the equation 
x,&zzi + k) + y,&z, + k) = 1. (EL) 
(Thus our collection of variables here consists of Z~ for ;1 <ok and of x:, 
and y,+ for 1, p < ok.) Now Ck is defined to be the collection of all the 
equations (E;,) for {,I, p} an edge of the graph Gk. 
First, we prove that L’, is not satisfiable in K. By way of contradiction, 
suppose that EC, is satisfied by assigning q, q, and yl, to zl, xAP, and 
ynP, respectively. Clearly Eq. (E;,) implies that Z;; #zT; (for otherwise 
nq+ k would be a unit of K). Therefore, we see that the function 1 H q 
maps elements of G, that are connected by an edge to distinct elements of 
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Z. This is a coloration of Gk in K0 colors, in contradiction to the fact that 
the chromatic number of Gk is Xi. 
Next we let 27 be any subset of Xc, of cardinality < &- r and proceed 
to show that C’ is satisfiable in Z. Clearly JY contains only variables z1 for 
L occurring in some subset S of ok with /S\ < wk _ I . From our description 
of G, in the above theorem of Erdos and Hajnal, we know that the 
subgraph spanned by S can be colored in N, colors. We take the color set 
to be an infinite set I of integers such that ni + k is prime for every i E I. 
(The existence of I comes from Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in arithmetic 
progression.) A coloration of S in the colors of Z yields integers Z, (A E S) 
such that, if i and ,u are elements of S connected by an edge, then n2J -t k 
and nq + k are distinct primes. In other words, these two quantities are 
distinct primes for each equation (E’+) occurring in 27. Now each such 
equation (E&J can be satisfied in Z by the Euclidean algorithm (since x~~ 
and y2, appear in only this one equation). Thus 27 is satisfiable in Z. 
2. PRELIMINARIES ON CLASSICAL ALGEBRA 
The following lemma is used in Section 6 for the proof of Theorem I. 
The proof, involving standard ideas of field theory and number theory, was 
supplied by George Bergman. 
LEW 13. Let K be a subring of the field of algebraic numbers (i.e., K 
is a subring of the complex numbers each of whose members is an algebraic 
number), other than K = Z. Then K satisfies: 
(A) Either K has a unit besides 1 and -1, or K contains fi for 
some integer n B 2. 
(B) For every w E K with w # 0, there exists w’ E K such that w. w’ is 
a positive integer. 
ProoJ: To see property (B), we observe that if w E K, then w is algebraic 
over Z, and hence w satisfies a polynomial equation 
a,w”+a,-,w”-’ + ... +a,w+a,=O 
with each aj a (rational) integer. If w #O, then we can be sure, by taking 
n as small as possible, that a, # 0. Finally it is clear that 
w’=a,w”-1+a,-,w”-2+ ... +a, 
is a member of K, and that w . w’ is the nonzero integer - aO. Muiti~Iy~~g 
by - 1 if necessary, we obtained the required w’. 
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For property (A), we first observe that (A) is trivially satisfied if K is a 
subring of Q. Therefore, from now on we assume that K contains an 
irrational algebraic number. Multiplying by a sufficiently large (rational) 
integer, we see that K contains an irrational algebraic integer a. Since the 
assertion in (A) is existential, it will suflice to prove (A) for K equal to the 
ring Z[a] that is generated by a. To establish notation, let us suppose that 
the minimal degree of a is r. For such K, we now prove a little more than 
(A), namely, that 
(C) Either K contains 6 for some iz 2 2 or the group of units of 
K contains an element of infinite (multiplicative) order. 
Let L be the integral closure of K, i.e., the set of all algebraic integers 
lying in the quotient field F of K. We claim that property (C) for K follows 
from property (C) for L. By the theory of integral bases (see, for example, 
p. 80 of [40] or “B” on p. 88 of [33]) there exists a positive integer m such 
that every element x EL can be written as 
with each ni E Z. From this it readily follows that mL E KG L and that 
L/mL is a finite ring. In other words, ker 4, E K, where 4, is the natural 
homomorphism from L onto the finite ring L/mL. Now to apply the condi- 
tion (C) for L, we first note that L contains the irrational algebraic number 
a, and hence condition (C) says that L contains either ,,/% or a unit u 
of infinite order. In the former case, K contains Jx. In the latter case, 
we observe that d,,Ju) lies in the group of units of the finite ring L/mL, and 
hence (~,Ju))~ = 1 in this ring, for some N. Thus u”‘- 1 and ueN- 1 both 
lie in ker &, and hence in K. Thus ZP and u-N both lie in K. Thus both 
are units of the ring K; clearly both have infinite order since u has infinite 
order. Thus property (C) for K follows from property (C) for L. 
Finally, to see property (C) for L, we appeal to the Dirichlet Unit 
Theorem, as stated, for example, on page 148 of [33]. (See also 
Theorem 3.5 on page 100 of [30].) The theorem states that the group of 
units of L has r infinite cyclic direct factors, where r = rI + r2 - 1, with rl 
and r2 defined as follows (see page 142 of [33]). The conjugates of CI are 
au) ‘a(“), , ..*, with rI of these conjugates being real, and the others occurring 
in r2 pairs that are related by complex conjugacy. (The degree of F over Q 
is therefore rI + 2r,.) Clearly (C) follows immediately from the Dirichlet 
Unit Theorem unless r = 0, i.e., unless we have either y1 = 1 and r2 = 0, or 
rI = 0 and r2 = 1. The former case is actually impossible, since it implies 
that the extension has degree 1. In the latter case we have a quadratic 
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extension not contained in R, and it is not hard to check that F = 
Q[&] for some IZ 3 1. Therefore, dx E L for some k > 1. i 
In Section 10 we want to know that, for each infinite cardinal K, there is 
a single field F, of power IC that contains (up to isomorphism) all fields of 
characteristic 0 and of power dlc. Although this result is reasonably well 
known, we reconstruct it here from some basic elements of field theory that 
we take from Hungerford [ 141. 
We define F, to be the algebraic closure of the field K, that is the 
extension of Q by IC (commuting) indeterminates. 
LEMMA 14. Zf F is a field of characteristic zero, und IFI < IC, then there 
exists un embedding qf~: F -+ F,. 
Proof. More precisely, let us suppose that K, is the function field 
Q(X,d,< K in commuting indeterminates x2. . By the “Remarks” on page 314 
of [14], we have 
for some intermediate field K, with K purely transcendental over Q and 
with F algebraic over K. By Corollary 1.3 on page 312 of Chapter 6 of 
[ 143, there is an embedding d,, : K -+ K,, which is given by mapping 
elements of a transcendence basis of K over Q to distinct indeterminates xi.. 
(It is here that we use the assumption that IFI < IC.) Now since F is 
algebraic over K, there exists an extension of q&, to 4: F + F,, by 
Theorem 3.8 on page 260 of Chapter 5 of [14]. m 
Finally, for Section 10, we need an elementary lemma on commutative 
rings of characteristic zero. Since we cannot point to it in the literature, we 
sketch the proof. An integral domain is a commutative ring without zero 
divisors. As elsewhere in this article, the following lemma refers only to 
rings with unit. 
LEMMA 15. Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic zero (i.e.? 
satisfying nf q+ 0 in R for every n > 0). Then there exists an ideal Z of R 
such that R/Z is an integral domain of characteristic zero. 
Sketch of Proof. Consider the collection dp of all ideals J that satisfy 
14 J and ny E J- y E J for every n > 0. Now $ contains the ideal 
J,={z~R:mz=Oforsomem>0~, 
since R has characteristic zero. Therefore $ is non-empty, and hence has 
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a maximal element Z. If Z failed to be a prime ideal, then there would exist 
x 4 Z and y I$ Z such that xy E I. Defining 
I’= {zER:zyEZ}, 
we would have I’ an ideal that satisfies the conditions on J mentioned 
above. Moreover Is I’, and x E I’, in contradiction to the maximality of I. 
Thus in fact Z is a prime ideal; it is easy to check that Z is as required for 
the lemma. 1 
3. THE INTERPRETABILITY LATTICE 
A variety Y is said to be interpretable in a variety YV (denoted V d PV”) 
iff there exists a family D = (a,(~,, . . . . v,~,,_,)),.. of terms in the language 
of YY, such that, for any algebra A= (A, Gs)ssS~ W, the algebra AD = 
<A, C’he T is an algebra in V. (See page 245 of [25].) This D is called an 
interpretation of V in w. The relation 6 is a quasi-order on the class of 
all varieties; i.e., it is reflexive and transitive, but it fails to be anti- 
symmetric. Nevertheless, as with any quasi-order, the intersection of < 
with is converse is an equivalence relation, and < defines an order relation 
on the set of equivalence classes. That is, if we define V 0 YV” to mean 
that V < YY and ?Y < V, then 0 is an equivalence relation on the class 
of all varieties, and < defines an order relation on the equivalence classes 
of 0. That is, if we define [V] < [WI-with [V] denoting the 
e-class of a variety T-to mean that V < PY, then < is well defined on 
0-classes, and it is reflexive, anti-symmetric, and transitive on the class 
of all these equivalence classes. 
This cluster of notions has a varied history. Certainly the idea of writing 
interpretations or “possible definitions” was known to Tarski and to 
Mal’tsev. See, for instance, [35, 231. On the other hand, the idea of inter- 
preting one variety in another occurred very early in the category theorists’ 
treatment of varieties. In 1963, F. W. Lawvere introduced the category Calg 
of “algebraic theories” [17]. The objects of Cig are essentially the same as 
the “abstract clones” discussed by us later in this section, and its 
morphisms correspond naturally to interpretations of varieties. According 
to this point of view, we are studying the class of all algebraic theories 
A, B, . . . . and we are defining A to be <B iff there exists a morphism A -+ B 
in Calg. In general, in any category C, the relation between objects A and 
B defined by the existence of morphisms A + B and B + A in C is an 
equivalence relation; its blocks are called the strong components of C (see 
Isbell [15]). From this perspective, what we are studying is simply the 
ordered set of strong components of Lawvere’s category Pg. Surely all of 
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the results of this section are encompassed in that theory; for a readable 
account, the reader is referred3 to Wraith [43]. Nevertheless, in spite of the 
rich category-theoretic heritage of this problem, we follow our own inclina- 
tion in giving a presentation that is self-contained from the perspective of 
model theory, set theory, and classical algebra. 
As Lawvere observed (see [17] or [43]), the category Calg is complete 
and co-complete. It is a standard result of category theory that the strong 
components of any complete and co-complete category form a complete 
lattice under the order described above. In particular, <D-classes of 
varieties (which are strong components) form a complete4 lattice under the 
interpretability ordering. This fact was independently discovered by 
W. D. Neumann [32], who gave descriptions of varieties representing 
[V”] v [ %‘J and [V] A [w]. See [ 8,291 for some alternative descrip- 
tions. (For example, the descriptions in [29] are stated in terms of axioms 
for V and for “llcr.) We denote the lattice of a-classes of varieties by Lint. 
It is very easy to see that [,A] # [,,J.#] for fields R and R’ of different 
cardinalities, and hence that Lint is a proper class.5 
We say that varieties V and +Y are equivalent, denoted V E YY, iff there 
exist an interpretation D of V in %‘” and an interpretation E of $6’” in V 
such that (AD)E = A for all A E ?Y, and such that (BE)D = B for all B E Y‘~ 
Naturally, this relation z is an equivalence relation on the class of all 
varieties, and it turns out that z is finer than 0. The notion of 
equivalence (= ) plays only an inessential role in this article. In Theorem 27 
and Corollary 28 we prove that Vj z RD&, even though for Corollary 29 
(and subsequent applications) we really need only that Vn <D noA. 
The notion of interpretation becomes a little more intuitive when we 
note that there are two special kinds of interpretation of V in YY that are 
very easily described. First, ‘if “/Y is a subvariety of V, then we may define 
an interpretation D of Y in %‘” via CI, = Ff z)~Y~ . . . for all t E I. (In other 
words, D is defined by saying that AD = A for every algebra A E w.) 
the other hand, it may happen that the operations of V form a subset of 
the operations of “Iy-, and that in discarding the extraneous operations from 
an arbitrary algebra in w, one always obtains an algebra in, dr. (Thus, for 
example, one can discard multiplication from a ring and obtain an Abelian 
group.) Again an interpretation D of V in g results if we define 01, = 
FIUOUl *.. for all t. In this situation, if moreover -Y is the variety generated 
3 We also refer posterity to the forthcoming work [4], where a chapter on clone theory will 
expound the connection between the categorical and model-theoretic views on this subject. 
4 This lattice L’“’ is complete in the sense that its subsets have meets and joins. It ‘remains 
open whether there exists a subclass of Lint that fails to have a meet or a join. 
5 For more information about the richness of ring varieties inside Lint, the reader is referred 
to Fried and Sichler [S]. 
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by the algebras AD (with A ranging over all algebras of Y#), then Y is 
called a reduct variety of -dir. In fact, up to equivalence, these are the only 
examples: there exists an interpretation of Y in ?V iff there exist varieties 
% and YP such that % is a subvariety of V, % is a reduct of ?V’, and YY’ 
is equivalent to w. (This amounts to the factorization of a C”‘g-morphism 
through its image.) 
In 1986, J. Mycielski and W. Taylor [29] suggested that one should also 
consider a modified lattice, in which varieties Y and w are considered 
equivalent iff, in Lint, they lie above the same finitely axiomatized varieties 
of finite similarity type. Theorem 1 refers to finitely presented rings, and 
hence applies to this alternate lattice as well, but Theorems 2 and 3 mean 
nothing in that context. In fact nothing is known about the possible 
complete meet-irreducibility of z&Z in the Mycielski-Taylor lattice. 
Although complicated and sometimes non-intuitive when considered for 
varieties in general, the interpretability relation can be understood in very 
down-to-earth terms when module varieties are considered. If V = s&’ and 
w = n&‘, and 4 : S + R is any homomorphism, then an interpretation of 
V in djlr is defined by taking CI~, a+(~,, v,), and a-(~,, u,), respectively, to 
be 0, v0 + vi, and v0 - vi, and defining a,(~,), for each s E S, to be fbcs,(vO). 
We call this interpretation of s&! in RA? the interpretation derivedfrom 4. 
Our first theorem (which appeared first in [43]) records the known and 
straightforward result that these are the only interpretations of s&? in nA. 
THEOREM 16. Every interpretation of sA? in RA’ is derivedfrom a unique 
homomorphism 4: S + R. 
If the 4 of Theorem 16 embeds S as a subring of R, then sd is a reduct 
of n&. For example, for each subring K of the ring of algebraic numbers, 
+A is a reduct of KA. On the other hand, if 4 maps S onto R, then n&Y 
is equivalent to a subvariety of s&‘. For example, Z,n&’ is equivalent to the 
subvariety of z.& that is defined by the equation f,(v,,) = 0. Thus, in 
particular, we have z & interpretable in z,,,& for every y1> 0. Theorem 1 
tells us that the meet of the varieties mentioned is still above z&‘. 
The subvarieties of n& are nicely described by the following easy 
lemma. 
LEMMA 17. Every subvariety of R~ can be defined by the equations 
{fa(x): aEI}, for some ideal Z of R, and the subvariety defined by these 
equations is equivalent o R,AA. 
The idea of an interpretation D of one variety Y’” in another variety %” 
corresponds nicely to the idea of a homomorphism from C(T), the clone 
of “Y-, to C(-ttr). We explain this idea briefly and somewhat informally, 
since we apply it in our proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. (For a more formal 
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development, the reader is referred to [4].) A concrete clone on the set A 
is a family %? of (finitary) operations on A that contains the projection 
operations and is closed under composition. That is, if P; is a k-ary opera- 
tion in V, and G,, . . . . Gk- I are n-ary operations in %, then the n-ary opera- 
tion H defined by 
ffb 0, -**> x,-l) =F(Go(xo, . . . . x,-1), .I., Gk--L&o, . . . . x,-1)) (9) 
is also in %?.) Now for any variety V, the clone C(V) is defined to be the 
concrete clone consisting of all term operations on the free algebra F,(o). 
A homomorphism of concrete clones is a function f from one concrete clone 
V to another concrete clone 9 (based possibly on different sets) that 
respects the arities of elements, respects the composition operation, and 
maps each projection operation in V to the corresponding projection 
operation in 2. We omit the proof of the following lemma, which appears 
in [4]. The basic idea is that if D= <oL~(v~, . . . . ~~~~~~~~~~~~ is an inter- 
pretation of V in w, then the mapping F,wa, can be extended to a 
homomorphism of concrete clones. Equivalence was defined in the fourth 
paragraph of this section. 
LEMMA 18. Y is interpretable in W iff there exists a homomorphism 
f: C(V) -+ C(W). v- is equivalent to W iff C(-Y)r C(W). There is a 
surjective homomorphism C(V) ++ C(W) iff W is equivalent to some 
subvariety of V. There exists an injective homomorphism C(Y) 4 C(W) tff 
Y is a reduct of some variety equivalent o W. 
We now include one way of describing meets in Lint that will be crucial 
for our proof of Theorem 2 in Section 7. For this we need the idea of an 
abstract clone, and the notion of product of clones. One way to describe 
an abstract cZone is as a mathematical structure that has universes Cr, 
(n = 1,2, . ..). designated elements p? E U, (1~ i < y1< w), and operations 
(for k, n = 1,2, . ..). We omit stating the first order axioms for clone theory, 
and simply state that such a structure is a clone iff it is isomorphic to a 
concrete clone % on some set A. (The isomorphism must make elements of 
U, correspond to n-ary operations, must make py correspond to the ith 
n-ary projection function, and must make F,” correspond to composition of 
operations as defined in Eq. (9).) The following lemma is proved in [4]* 
LEMMA 19. For every (abstract) clone C, there exists a variety V such 
that C(V) z C. 
Here is one easy lemma that we need for clones. 
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LEMMA 20. Let pt and pf be the two binary projection operations of a 
clone C. If the unary element z of C satisfies 
then z also satisfies 
Fi(z, x) = z 
for all unary elements x of C. 
ProoJ: The following calculation is valid both in concrete and in 
abstract clones: 
mz, x) = 4% F,2(P& 4 PAlI = w%, P3, 4 PI3 
= e(I;:(z, p:,, x2 PA, = m, mP:Y 4 PAN 
= Fjyz, p;, = z. 
This calculation completes the proof. 1 
It can be proved that the class of (abstract) clones is closed under 
forming products, which are defined as follows. The nth universe U,, of the 
product clone niprCi is the ordinary Cartesian product niEI U, of the 
nth universe of all the clones Ci. The operations are defined 
componentwise as is usually done for products of algebras. 
The following lemma is implicit in the work of W. D. Neumann [32], 
and appears explicitly in [4]. By Lemma 18, the V” appearing in the next 
lemma is unique up to equivalence. The variety determined6 in this way is 
denoted lJliE I K. 
LEMMA 21. Let -%$ (i6I) be varieties (of any similarity types). There 
exists a variety V representing the meet of the “yi‘ in Lint (i.e., [V] = 
AiS [I”&]), such that C(V) is isomorphic to the product of the clones C(VJ 
for ieI. 
Lemma 18 implies a one-one correspondence between equivalence 
classes of varieties and isomorphism classes of clones, given by V H C(T). 
This correspondence can be extended to make axiomatizations of 9’” 
correspond to presentations of C(V). Here we present this extended 
correspondence somewhat informally, assuming that the reader is familiar 
with the general notion of presentation of algebras and can make the 
6 What we say here determines n -V; only up to equivalence, but in more detailed treat- 
ments a precise definition is possible. In what follows, we require only the properties expressly 
mentioned in Lemma 21. 
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necessary extension to (abstract) clones. (Presentations are discussed in 
Section 4 below.) The full proofs are found in [4]. We begin with the 
observation that there exists a natural way to turn every clone-theoretic 
term 0 into a term 5 of ordinary algebra, according to the following 
recursive scheme: 
0 If Q is a variable of arity n, then Q is the term QQO,, ... v,- 1 ; 
l For the ith n-ary projection p;, ~7 is vi; 
l Fzba, ... elk- 1 is the term @(E&;, . . . . akPI) that is formed by sub- 
stitution. 
If Z is a set of clone equations, then 27 will denote the set of all equations 
Cr x Z for cr z z in Z. The variety defined by a set r of equations is denoted 
Mod l7 
THEOREM 22. C(Mod E) is naturally isomorphic to the clone presented 
by Z. 
COROLLARY 23. Let Z be any set of clone equations and W any variety. 
Then Z is satisfiable in C(W) I#” Mod Z < ?‘V in Lint. 
For each ring R, one can define an abstract clone C(R) as follows. Its 
nth universe U, consists of all formal sums 
n-1 
c a,x, 
I=0 
with the x, being formal symbols, and the a, being elements of R. The 
(formal) ith projection of U,, is the single variable xi (i.e., it is the above 
formal sum with ai.= 1 and ail other CC~= 0). And the formal composition 
operation F,k is done by formally substituting k formal sums in the 
variables x0, . . . . x,- 1 into one formal sum in the variables x0, . . . . xkwl. The 
following lemma is an elementary consequence of the definitions involved. 
LEMMA 24. For any ring R, C(,A?) z C(R). 
LEMMA 25. Let R be any ring. Then the binary element x0+x1 of C(R), 
denoted + for short, is characterized in C(R) by the existence of a wary 
element 6 such that 
F,2( +, P:, F;:(& p:H = P; 
and 
F,2( + > F:(k P:,, P:> = P:. 
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ProoJ: Suppose that + and 6 satisfy this equation in C(R), where + is 
the binary element clxO + /?xl, and 6 is the unary element yx,. The given 
equations tell us that 
LYx,+pyx, wxo 
and 
are identities of R~. From this it immediately follows that a = /? = I, and 
hence the result follows. 1 
4. INTERPRETATION AND DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS 
Here we present our techniques for relating Diophantine equations to 
interpretations in module varieties. By a Diophantine equation we under- 
stand an existentially quantified conjunction of equations in the theory of 
rings with unit. Note that this is a purely syntactical or formal definition. 
The traditional concept usually takes into account as well the ring 
(frequently Z) where we might wish to satisfy the equations; we always 
mention this ring explicitly. Thus, for example, 
3v03ul(u~ + v; x 6) (10) 
is a Diophantine equation. It happens to be satisfied in the R of real 
numbers, but not in the ring Z of integers. According to our formal 
definition, 
~~O~l((VO~U ,x1)/Y (U;.t+x4)) (11) 
is also a Diophantine equation, although it would often be called a 
“system” of equations. (It is satisfied in the ring Q of rational numbers, but 
not in Z.) To be very specific, we require that the symbols occurring in a 
Diophantine equation be among the following: 0, I, +, ., 3, A , x, 
parentheses, and the variables uo, oi, . . . . (In fact, equations like (10) and 
(11) do not really have this form, unless we regard vi as an abbreviation 
for voao, 4 as an abbreviation for ((l+l)+ l)+l, and 3v,u, as an 
abbreviation for 3u, 3u,, and so on.) Thus Diophantine equations are 
prenex sentences of first order logic. Informally, a Diophantine equation 
expresses the existence of elements (in a ring) that satisfy certain equations. 
It is worth noting that formulas such as 
3u,(u; x 2), (12) 
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while usually of more interest for fields than for Z, are nevertheless 
perfectly good Diophantine equations from the point of view of this article. 
They figure in Corollary 30 at the start of Section 6. 
We also use the word “equation” to refer to equations in any similarity 
type; these are equations (such as (l)-(4)) that define varieties of algebras. 
Equations, in this sense, are written without quantifiers, but the intended 
interpretation is always the universal quantification. (Thus, for any algebra 
A and any equation (r z r, the expression A + CT z z means first, that the 
symbols in r~ M r denote operations of A, and second that ax r holds in A 
for all assignments of elements of A to the variables appearing in 0 zz r.) 
For definiteness, we think of equations as written in a fixed set of 
variables x0, x1, . . . . 
A ring presentation is a pair <V, C), where V is a set of variables and 
Z is a set of ring-theoretic equations in these variables. The ring presented 
by ( V, C) is the quotient of the V-generated free ring F,(V) by the ideal 
I(C) generated by e,- e, for all equations (e,xe,)o.Z. We denote this 
ring by R( V, Z), and for each 2) E V, we let V denote the image of the 
generator u in R( V, Xc). The algebra (R( V, C), G), E v is defined up to 
isomorphism by the following two properties: 
1. R(V, C) is generated by (c:ue V>. 
2. If R’ is any ring and c, (v E V) are elements of R’ satisfying the 
equations L’, then there exists a homomorphism f: R( V, ..T) -+ R’ such that 
f(G) = c, for all v E V. 
A ring is said to be finitely presented iff it is isomorphic to R( V, 2) for 
some finite V and ,Z. 
A Diophantine equation 
D=3uo~-~u~~~((00MqJ A -.* A ((Tn-lXZ,-l)) (13) 
defines a ring presentation (V,, 2,) is a very natural way, namely, 
via V, = {vo, . . . . uk-r} and C,={oowzO ,..., o,-~xz,_~}. We let 
denote the ring R( V,, .Xc,) defined by this presentation. The foilowini 
theorem follows almost immediately from condition 2 announced just 
above and Theorem 16. 
THEOREM 26. For R any ring and D any Diophantine equation, R + D ijjf 
RodtT < R~ in Lint. b 
5. A FINITE THEORY EQUIVALENT TO RD4? 
Theorem 26 is adequate for a proof of the first sentence of Theorem 1, 
as the reader may see by skipping to Section 6. On the other hand, we 
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would like to be able to prove the final sentence of Theorem 1, which 
asserts that S.&? is equivalent to a finitely axiomatized theory in finitely 
many operation symbols. This will have the advantage of applying to the 
modified lattice of Mycielski and Taylor [29]. It should be clear that this 
part of Theorem 1 follows easily from the following theorem. Corollary 28 
is immediate, and Corollary 29 follows directly from Theorem 26 and 
Corollary 28. 
THEOREM 27. For every finitely presented ring R, there exists a finitely 
axiomatized variety VR of finite type such that VR = R A. 
COROLLARY 28. For every Diophantine equation D, there exists a finitely 
axiomatized variety Vj of finite type such that VD E Ro&!. 1 
COROLLARY 29. For R any ring and D any Diophantine equation, R /= D 
iff VD < Rd in Lint. 1 
Proof of Theorem 27. Let us suppose, without loss of generality, that 
R =R(V, C), where Y= (vO, . . . . vk-r}. To begin, let ,U denote an arbitrary 
term in the theory of rings with unit whose variables are among vO, vi, . . . . 
We define a term d(p) in the single variable x0, whose operation symbols 
are 0 (nullary), + (binary), and the unary symbols FO, FI, . . . . by recursion 
in the length of ,u, as 
4(vi) = F&J (for i E CO) 
d(O)=0 
9(1)=x0 
HP + v) =&I +4(v) 
&CL. VI = O)Cd(v)l, 
where this last expression denotes the result of substituting 4(v) for each 
occurrence of x0 in the term d(p). Finally, for R as above, we let VR be the 
variety in operation symbols 0, +, -, F,, . . . . Fk- I that is axiomatized by 
r,= (fj(o)qQ): (awz)EC)uAuA, (14) 
where A is a finite axiomatization of Abelian group theory (in 0, +, and 
- ), and A contains Fi(x, +x1) w Fi(x,) + F,(xl) for 0 < i < k. 
Now to complete the proof of Theorem 27 we need mutually inverse 
interpretations of “Y^n i  R&‘, and vice versa. For an interpretation D of “yk 
in no%‘, we interpret 0, +, and - as themselves, and interpret Fj(x,) as the 
term fc(x,). We leave to the reader an inductive proof showing that, for 
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every ring-theoretic term p in variables vO, . . . . v&i, our D interprets d(p) 
as the term fCrl(x,), where [p] denotes the equivalence class of ,X in 
R( V, C). Thus to check one of the r,-axioms &I(g) x #(r) in an interpreted 
algebra AD, we observe that [o] = [r] in the ring R( V, C), and hence that 
d(o) and 4(z) have the same realization in the algebra AD. The equations 
in A and d are easy to check. 
Now for an interpretation E of n& in VR, we begin by designating a 
unique element ,u’ of each class [p]. In other words, ~1’ is chosen so that 
fl’ - p lies in the ideal I(E) generated by cr - z for all equations g x *t E C, 
and moreover, so that /J’ = v’ iff p - v E I(C). Moreover, for convenience we 
take 1’ to be 1. We then interpret 0, +, and - as themselves, and declare 
that fCr7(x0) should be interpreted as &u’). To check that E is an inter- 
pretation of R~ in Vn, one must show that, for each B 6 9, the modu’le 
axioms l-4 hold in the interpreted algebra BE. In fact axiom 4 holds more 
or less automatically, and axiom 2 follows directly from the axioms d for 
Vn. To verify axiom 1, we calculate 
f~p,(f&oN = 4WC~(v’)I = 4b’ . VT) 
=fcp, .“+o) =f[@,, [“‘j(XO) =fcfl,. [“$X0). 
The proof of axiom 3 is similar and omitted. It is not hard to check that 
(AD)E=A and (BE)D=B for all AE:nA and all BE?&. 1 
6. SOME DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS 
In this section we give a proof of Theorem 1, using the Diophantine 
equation methods of Section 4. We begin, however, with some more 
elementary consequences of Corollary 29. 
COROLLARY 30. If F and F’ are normal fields contained in the fieEd A of 
algebraic numbers, then ,+$! < .,&I’ in Lint iff F c F’. 
Proof. As mentioned at the end of Section 3, if F E F’, then *fl%l is a 
reduct of (and hence interpretable in) +%?. Conversely, if F g F’, then 
there exists an algebraic number a in F but not in F’. None of the 
conjugates of c1 is in F’, and hence F’ does not satisfy the Diophantine 
equation 
?lv,(a,vi +a,-,~“,-’ + ... +a,v, + ao=O) 
that defines a. Therefore, it follows from Corollary 29 that F&! $ P~. 
We begin our study of Diophantine equations not satisfiable in Z with 
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two examples from the literature. The first example can be found in 
W. Leveque [19] and is due to H. Reichardt in 1942. Reichardt proved 
that the Diophantine equation 
D = 3v,v,(u; - 17 M 2~;) (16) 
is satisfied in Iw (e.g., by u0 = 3, zil = 2), and also in every Z/n, but not in 
Z. Thus, by Corollary 29, “yb is afinitely axiomatized variety that lies below 
RA?’ and below ,,A for every n, but not below r&. (Note that, according 
to Hasse’s principle, no such phenomenon can occur for a quadratic 
polynomial.) Another classical example is 
3v,[(v; - 13)(vi - 17)(vZ - 221) = O] (17) 
of Borevitch and Shafarevitch [a]; this Diophantine equation likewise has 
no integral solutions, but does have real solutions and solutions modulo 
every n> 1. 
The proofs of our assertions about Eqs. (16) and (17), especially their 
satisfiability in Z/n for every IZ, involve some sophisticated number theory. 
We thank George M. Bergman and Hendrik W. Lenstra, Jr., for pointing 
out that the same basic facts hold for a somewhat less conventional 
Diophantine equation, via a proof accessible to the mathematical layman. 
Consider the Diophantine equation 
E = 3v,v,u,((~~~u,~l)~ ((vi-1).vzz24)). (18) 
It is completely elementary to see that E is satisfiable in Iw but not in Z. 
To see that E is satisfiable in every H/n, we first note that every E/n is 
isomorphic to a product of rings Z/qi with each qi a prime power. 
Therefore, it will be enough to see that E is satisfiable in Z/qi for q prime. 
If q # 2, then we can satisfy E in Z/q’ with v,, = 2, v2 = 8, and v1 an inverse 
to 2 (modulo qi). To satisfy E in Z/2i, we take u0 = 3, o2 = 3, and vi an 
inverse to 3 (modulo 2’). 
It is also possible to apply the methods of algebraic number theory to 
yield a Diophantine equation that is satisfied in every ring of algebraic 
numbers except Z. Again we have an example by Bergman and Lenstra, 
whom we thank for their permission to include it here. Consider the 
Diophantine equation 
F = ~u,~~~v,((v,~v,~~)A ((vi-1)~v,~l+v;+v~+v~+v~+v;)). 
(19) 
Certainly F cannot be satisfied in h, for v0 would have to be either 1 or 
- 1, yielding (ui- 1). v2 = 0, in contradiction to the fact that the right 
hand side of the second equation must be positive when u3 . . . v7 are real. 
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To see that the Diophantine equation F holds in every subring K of the 
algebraic numbers, besides Z itself, we use the properties (A) and (B) of 
such a ring K that were established in Lemma 13 of Section 2. If there is a 
unit besides 1 and - 1, we take 21~ to be this unit (and u1 to be its inverse). 
We then apply property (B) to w = (0: - l), thereby finding u2 such that 
(vi - 1) v2 is a positive integer. Therefore (0: - 1) . uz - 1 is a non-negative 
integer, and thus equal (by Lagrange’s Theorem) to a sum of four (or even 
five) squares. In this way Eq. (19) is satisfied. Alternatively, by (A}, we 
have fi E: K. In this case, Eq. (19) is satisfied in K by taking u,, = v1 = 
z7*= 1, L’p=&G, and choosing v4 . . . v7 to be integers such that 
?J; + II: + 0; + u; = n - 1. 
Now note that in fact there exists a homomorphism from the ring 
presented by (19) to the ring presented by (18). (One simply extends the 
identity map on {uO, vl, zi2] by 5144, u,++2, u~I--+ 1,ant-+ 1, and v,t-+ 1.) 
In other words, if (18) is satisfiable in a ring R, then (19) is also satisfiable 
in R. Combining these remarks with Corollary 29, we obtain the following 
result that summarizes the main results of Sections 4-6 as they apply to 
int L . 
COROLLARY 3 1. In Lint, the meet M of all [ z,n A’] and of CK A] for all 
subrings K of the algebraic numbers (excluding Z) lies strictly above [,A?]. 
In fact, there exists a finitely based variety V such that [ ,A] < [Y”] $ 
in L’“‘. 1 
7. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
For a ring R and a variety “I/‘, the clones C(R) and C(V) are defined 
near the end of Section 3. Recall from Lemma 21 of Section 3 that n q 
(defined just before that lemma) is a variety that acts as the meet L’“” of 
the varieties K;. 
THEOREM 32. Let R be an N,-incompact ring whose only idempotents are 
0 and 1, and let T be a set that has no countably additive measures (except 
those concentrated on a point). If Rk’ < % for t E T, then R~ CR,, T K. 
Proof. Since no& < 6 for each t, there exist homomorphisms 
$,: C(R) -+ C(K) (by Lemmas 18 and 24 of Section 3). For each t, let U, 
and z, denote the unary elements til(lxO) and IcIr(Ox,), respectively, of 
C(K). We easily observe that 
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and, by a similar calculation, that F:(z,, zI) = z,. Moreover, considering 
the binary element lx, + lx, of C(R), for each t we let + f denote the 
binary element tit( lx, + lx,) of C(c), and we let + denote the binary 
element ( + f : t E T) of .n, E T C(c). Since I,+, is a clone homomorphism, we 
have 
F3 + f> zt, ZJ = miw-% + lx,), 11/,wcJ, $,(0x,)) 
= $(Ff( ix, f lx,, 0x0, Ox,)) = +,(0x0) = z, (20) 
for every t E T. Similar calculations (omitted) show that 
for every t. 
We note that 
I;:(Ox,, lx, + Ox,) = F;(ox,, ox, + lx,), 
and so an application of the clone homomorphism 4, yields 
G(zt7 Pi) = m% P3, 
where pi and pf are the binary projection operations of C(,Y,). Finally, 
from Lemma 20, we learn that 
F:(zt, a) = z, (22) 
for a any unary element of C(c). On the other hand, u, is clearly the unary 
projection operation of C(K), and so 
F&, a) = a (23) 
for a any unary element of C(K). 
We now proceed to prove the theorem by contradiction. Under the 
assumption that n c < R~, Lemma 18 yields a homomorphism 
4’: C(JJ 6;) *C&A’). By Lemmas 21 and 24, we in fact have a 
homomorphism 4: I-I C(YJ + C(R). Note that 
and 
J’,z( +, P& F,l(z, P:)) = P; 
F;( +, F:(z, pi>> P:, = P: 
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in n C(-Y;) (with z denoting (z,: t E T)), since these equations hold 
componentwise. Therefore, in C(R) we have 
and 
GW( + )3 mw)> P3, P:) = P:. 
It now follows readily from Lemma 25 that 
(75’(+)=xo+x~s 04) 
For each subset X of T, let 5, denote the unary element of n C(V’J 
defined by 
(Thus tX is a sort of “characteristic function” of X.) By our earlier calcula- 
tions, Ff((,(t), tx(t))=tx(t) for every t, and so F:(<,, tx)=rX in 
I-l C(c). Since tX is unary, there exists an element rzX of R such that Q(g,) 
is the unary element axxO of C(R). We claim that in fact a,=0 or 1. To 
see this, we calculate 
Thus 01~ is an idempotent of R, and hence, by hypothesis, ax==0 or ax= 1. 
It now follows from (20), (21), and (25) that 
if Xn Y=@, then Ff(+, 5xT<y)=txuy 
in n C(K). Thus from Eq. (24) we deduce that, for such X and Y, 
a xu yxo = Ff(dt + 1, aso, ayxo) = J3xo + x1, axxo, a Rio) 
= (a,$- aybo, 
and hence that axu r = a,+ ay. Moreover, it is not hard to see that w = 
<%)ST is the unit element (unique designated unary projection) of the 
clone n C(K), and hence that a T = 4(u) = 1. In other words, the map 
XH a, is a (0, 1 )-valued measure on T, which means that there exists an 
ultratilter @ on T such that XE %! iff ax = 1. 
We now claim that if a= (u~)~.~ and b= (bt)feT are two elements of 
fi C(q) such that X= ( t E T: a, = b,) lies in the ultrafilter %!, then 
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#(a)=+(b). It follows readily from Eqs. (22) and (23) that F:(cX, a) = 
Fi(c,, b), and hence that 
and hence the claim is proved. In other words, letting fl C(K)/% denote the 
ultraproduct over % of the clones C(K), with 8,: n C(-Y;) + JJ C(K)/% 
the natural homomorphism, we have ker 8, c ker 4. Thus there exists a 
homomorphism 4”: n C(K)/% + C(R) such that 
is the clone homomorphism 4. 
It now follows that ??Z cannot be a principal ultrafilter, for if it were, the 
ultraproduct n C(VJ/GY would be isomorphic to C(VJ for some t E T. 
Thus 4” would provide an interpretation of “y; in RA (by Lemmas 18 and 
24 of Section 3). This contradiction to our hypothesis that Y’j $ RA’ 
establishes that % is not principal. Thus in fact % is not countably additive, 
by Lemma 5. 
We now use a-ultraproducts-and Lemma 6-to prove that the ring R 
is countably weakly equationally compact, in contradiction to our 
hypothesis that R is K,-incompact. This completes our proof contradiction 
that nA’< JJ 5. For each t E T, let us factor the clone homomorphism 
t,bt: C(R) -+ C(c) as 
C(R)& CGC(Y& 
where C is the image of $,. By Lemma 19, there exists a variety q for 
which we have 
C(R) ” : k C(K) G CC-Y;). (26) 
Now by Lemma 18 of Section 3, K is equivalent to a subvariety of RA. 
Since equivalence of varieties corresponds to isomorphism of clones 
(Lemma 18), we may replace K by the subvariety of R~ to which it is 
’ The ultraproduct of clones, like their product defined in Section 3, is formed one universe 
at a time. In other words, the universe U, of the ultraproduct is the ultraproduct of the 
universes U,, of the factors. 
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equivalent, and by Lemma 17, we may replace this subvariety by .+A#. 
Thus in fact we have 
C(R) *’ : * CC%) 4 C(K) 
for some rings S, (t E T). Restricting the clone homomorphism #” to 
the sub-ultraproduct n C(S,)/% of n C(K)/%‘, we have clone homo- 
morphisms 
4”: fT C(S,)/% -+ C(R) and I);: C(R) -+ CT@,) (TV T). 
Now by Lemmas 18 and 24’ we have ring homomorphisms 
h: n SC/% -+ R and f,: R + S, (t E T). 
It now follows from Lemma 6 that R is countably weakly equationally 
compact; this contradiction to our hypothesis establishes the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2. It is clear that any integral domain, such as L, 
has only the two idempotents 0 and 1, and moreover Lemma 7 tells us that 
22 is K,-incompact. From Lemma 5 we immediately obtain the other 
needed hypothesis of Theorem 32, namely that T has no countably additive 
measure not concentrated at a point. Theorem 2 is an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorem 32. 1 
Clearly Lemma 7 applies to a large number of subrings of 5X; we do not 
attempt to classify all of them. From Lemma 8, we get another conse- 
quence of Theorem 32, which is like Theorem 2, only stated for the variety 
o A? of Q-modules. 
THEOREM 33. If X is a set of varieties, each > QA!, and IX/ < ,u, then 
/l\x-=Qd. 1 
8. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
For a proof of Theorem 3, we begin with a more general result; 
Theorem 3 is then a special case of Corollary 36 just below. The notion of 
a rc-incompact algebra was introduced just after Lemma 8 in Section 1. 
There is a corresponding notion for clones. A clone C is said to 
* We have omitted the proof that the formation of the clone C(R) from a ring R commutes 
with the formation of ultraproducts. 
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Ic-incompact iff there exists a set Z of IC clone equations that fails to be 
satisfiable in C, although each subset of ,Y of power <IC is satisfiable in C. 
LEMMA 34. R is Ic-incompact iff C(R) is Ic-incompact. 
Sketch of ProoJ A clone equation can be converted to a set of ring 
equations by treating each ,k-ary clone variable as element C a,~,, and 
treating the 01, as unknown elements of R. Such a translation allows the 
reader to prove Jc-incompactness of R from the K--incompactness of C(R). 
For the converse, we need to translate a set Z of ring equations into a 
set Z:’ of clone equations. Of course an unknown a in the ring R is made 
to correspond to an unknown unary element ax, of the clone C(R). Multi- 
plication of ring elements is translated by composition of unary clone 
elements. To translate addition of ring elements, we need the binary 
element of C(R) that corresponds to addition. Luckily this is defined in 
Lemma 25 by equations. Therefore, these equations (together with the 
auxiliary unknown 6 occurring there) need to be included in Z’. The reader 
may work out the details for himself, or consult the proof of Lemma40 
below, which shows the detailed construction for a very similar result, 1 
THEOREM 35. Suppose that Y is a variety and 1 is a limit cardinal, such 
that IC(V)l < A and C(V) is Ic-incompact for arbitrarily large cardinals 
IC < A. Then for every variety W > V with IC(W”)l < 1, there exists a variety 
W’ with /C(W’)l < 1, such that W’ > V and W 4 W’. If Y is a module 
variety, then W’ can be chosen to be a module variety as well. 
Proof Choose K with IC(W)l < rc<A such that /C(Y)1 <K and C(V) 
is rc-incompact. Thus there exists a set .E of IC clone equations that fails to 
be satisfiable in C(Y), although every subset of Z of power <K is 
satisfiable in C(T). Let r be a set of axioms for V, which clearly can be 
taken to be of power <rc. Assume, without loss of generality, that the 
operation symbols appearing in 1” are disjoint from those appearing in Z. 
By Corollary 23, r is satisfiable in C(Y), and so r can be adjoined to Z 
without changing the properties of C: namely, still every subset of .Z of 
power <IC is satisfiable in C(V). We now define W”’ to be the variety 
axiomatized by Z’, which is to say that C(W’) is the clone presented by ,Z’. 
Clearly IC(W’)l < ;1. 
Clearly V < W’, by construction. If W”’ were <V, then by Corollary 23 
we would have .Z satisfiable in C(V), in contradiction to our choice 
of Z, and hence V” < W’. To complete the main part of the proof, we 
need to see that W < 9’. So, suppose we had a clone homomorphism 
f:c("hq~C(w'). 
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We need one further property of Z, namely: 
For each infinite 6, E Z, there exists YO with X0 c 2’; c Z, such 
that IL’&1 = JL’J, and such that zf C t- 0%~ and the operation 
symbols of o, z occur in .Zb, then Cb k CT z z. 
The proof is quite simple. For each consequence dz z of C, with operation 
symbols appearing in C,, we augment C, by adding in the finitely many 
axioms required for this proof. Having made this augmentation, we begin 
again, After o steps, we have a & which satisfies the desired properties. 
Turning again to the putative homomorphism f: C(w) + C(%V), we let 
Xc, be a small subset of .Z just adequate to prove all the equations 
f(a) =f(r), where cr = z in the variety YV. Since the number of such opera- 
tion symbols is < rc, we know that in fact /CO/ < 1~. We now extend Zc, to 
ZO with the properties indicated for &, above. Let Q denote the set of 
operation symbols of -Iy-’ corresponding to operation symbols appearing in 
CO. The above displayed property and Theorem 22 tell us that the S2-reduct 
of YY’, denoted ?V$, is the variety defined by Z:b. We now have YY <,%+‘$ 
via f (using Lemma 18) and we have %Vb < V by Corollary 23 and the 
fact that E& is satisfiable in C(V), By transitivity, ?P” < V, in contradiction 
to our hypatheses. This contradiction proves that lly 4 Y@‘. 
For the final assertion, about module varieties, we apply the previous 
lemma. If -Y- is u&Y, then R must be Ic-incompact relative to some set ,Z1 
of ring equations. Clearly we can take YP to be R,A for R’ the ring 
presented by 2,. 1 
In the following corollary, p stands for the least measurable cardinal. 
COROLLARY 36. If R is a subring of the ring Q of rational numbers, then 
.A%? has the following property. For every variety W > R~ with 
IC(W)j <,a, there exists a ring R’ with IR’I <p, such that n,~& > RA and 
w g R’df2+. 
Proof. This follows from the previous theorem, using Lemmas 9 and 
34. B 
COROLLARY 37 (GCH). If R is either a countably infinite field, or 
R = Z[$], for n squarefree with a prime divisor 37, then R~ has the 
following property. For every variety W > RA! with /C(W)] < K,, there 
exists a ring R’ with lR’i< N,, such that R,A’ > R”%l and ?T 4 R,A. 
Proof This folIows from the previous theorem, using Corollaries 11, 
12, and 34. 1 
We now look at one example that shows how our methods can 
applied to varieties that are not module varieties. Let P’+ be the variety of 
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lattices (or modular lattices, if you like) augmented as follows. It has 
constants 0, 1, and c, (n E o) and axioms that say that 0 and 1 are the 0 
and 1 of the lattice, and axioms 
for O<j<k<o. 
cj A Ck = 0; cj v Ck = 1, 
COROLLARY 38 (GCH). For V any variety, if V > Sf’+ and IC(YJ < 
K,, then there exists a variety V’ such that IC(V’)l <K,, @ < Y’, and 
Y g Y’. 
ProojI By Theorem 35, it is enough to show that C(9+) is Ic-incompact 
for JC = Kk (1 d k < 0). Let us recall the graph Gk whose existence is 
asserted in Theorem 10 of Section 1; without loss of generality we assume 
that the universe of Gk is wk. We then define Y’ to be a variety9 very 
much like .@, except that it has constants d, for a < ok and two axioms 
d, A d,=O; d, v d,= 1, 
for each edge (CX, /I} of Gk (together with the axioms of lattice theory). 
Clearly I?+‘“‘[ < K,. Now Z is chosen to be a set of clone equations such 
that Z; axiomatizes a variety equivalent to V’ (with ,Z defined as before 
Theorem 22). (See [4] for a proof that this is possible.) 
It readily follows from Corollary 23 that 2 fails to be satisfiable in C(V), 
while every subset of .Z of power <K, is satisfiable in C(Y). Therefore 
C(V) is K,-incompact, and the corollary is proved. 1 
9. THEOREMS 2 AND 3 FOR THE VARIETY OF GROUPS 
Theorems 2 and 3 concern the variety .Jz’ of Abelian groups. It turns 
out that with only a slight modification of their proofs, we can prove the 
corresponding results for the variety 9 of groups. Note that it was proved 
in Proposition 20 of [S] that [%I is meet-irreducible in Lint. 
We require a small investigation of the clone C(9), beginning with an 
analog of Lemma 25 for C(9). In this section, we let M stand for the 
binary element of C(B) that corresponds to multiplication. 
LEMMA 39. Let & denote the binary element of C(g) corresponding to 
9 Although we are not approaching it that way directly, it is of course evident that this V’ 
is the V’ required for this corollary. 
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x1x0. (In other words, &= Fz(M, pf, pi).) The doubleton (M, &> is 
characterized in C(9) by the existence of a unary element 6 such that 
and 
F&K F:tM pi, P:,, P:, = F:W, P;, F:@f, P:, P;)). 
ProoJ The first two equations express the existence of a unit element, 
and the third expresses associativity of M; these hold for groups by defini- 
tion. For the converse, let us suppose that M’ satisfies the three equations. 
Like every binary group-theoretic operation, M’(zQ, xi) has the normal 
form 
XmoXnoX”lX”lX”2~~~ 
0 1 0 1 0 
for some integers m,, m,, . . . . Moreover, the sequence of integers mo, no, 
ml, nl, . . . contains some zero values, then a connected block of non-zero 
values, then zero values again. Reasoning like ‘that for Lemma 25 tells us 
that C mi = C YQ = 1, and so at least one mi and one n, must be non-zero. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that no #O and that either 
m, # 0 or m i # 0. We claim that either m. = 0 or m, = 0; suppose by way 
of contradiction that both are non-zero. The third equation (associativity) 
tells us that 
On the left, clearly, there is no cancellation and the first three blocks of 
letters do not involve x2. However, on the right, there is no cancellation 
and x2 occurs in either the second or the third block. This contradiction 
establishes that the only two non-zero exponents are either m. and ~1~ or 
no and m,. Since C mi = C IZ~ =1, we clearly have M(x,, x1) equal either to 
x0x1 or to x1x0. I 
We now assume for simplicity that all equations used for investigating 
Ic-incompactness of rings (any K) are constructed with variables vA , with i 
ranging over all ordinals. (In any given investig&n, only a set of variables 
would be used, of course.) Then we reserve a corresponding class of unary 
clone variables, ol, to be used in investigating the possible Ic-incompact- 
ness of the clone C(9). The ring equations in the next lemma are assumed 
to be built with the variables vA. 
We let A stand for the equations appearing in Lemma 39, with A4 and 
6 regarded as clone-theoretic variables (of arities 2 and 1, respectively), If 
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C is a set of equations and @ is an function from terms to terms, then Q(Z) 
denotes the set of equations 
{@(a)mD(z): (oxz)d}. 
LEMMA 40. There exists a recursive function @from ring terms to clone 
terms, such that, for any set Z of ring equations, .Z is satisfiable in Z iff 
A u Q(Z) is satisfiable in C(3). 
Prooj We define @ recursively as follows: 
For any assignment (i.e., function) 9: { vn} -+ E, there is a corresponding 
assignment 4: (wl) + C,(9) (the set of unary elements of C(9)) given by 
e( WJ = xyc (27) 
Clearly this is a one-one correspondence between assignments of the two 
types. 
Let us extend the assignment 13 to a homomorphism (also called (3) from 
the free ring on {vn} to Z. Likewise 0 is extended to a homomorphism from 
the free clone on { wn} u {M} to C(9), by further specifying that &M) 
must be M or fi. 
We claim, and prove by induction on the length of CI, that for any ring 
term a, 
&@(a)) = xp? (28) 
For c( a variable, Eq. (28) reduces to (27). If LX= fly, then 
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Finally, if a = j? + y, then 
Having proved the claim, i.e., (28), we now turn to the proof of the 
lemma itself. Suppose first that .Z is satisfiable in Z via an assignment 9. 
Define the assignment 0 as above, further specifying that d(M) is M and 
d(S) is the group operation 1. Then clearly A is satisfied by e. To see that 
4 satisfies @j(o) z @i(z) for each equation (T w z of 2, we first observe that 
8(o) = 0(z), and then calculate 
&@(o)) = xfy) = xy = &@(z)). 
Conversely, let us suppose that A u Q(C) is satisfied in C(B) by some 
assignment $. Clearly the restriction of $ to {NJ,> has the form 0 for some 
6. It also follows from Lemma 39 that t++(M) is either M or ti. Therefore 
the claim applies to 0, and we have 
xy = e(@(cT)) = t)(@(o)) = $(@(r)) = &P(z)) = xy 
for any equation fl z z of 2. From this it readily follows that 0(o) = 0(z), 
and the lemma is thereby proved. u 
COROLLARY 41. For any cardinal JC, if the ring Z is zx-incompact, then the 
clone C(3) is x-incompact. 
ProojI Let 2 be a set of IC ring equations that is not satisfiable in Z, 
while every subset of C of power <K is satisfiable in 72. Let Q(C) be the 
set of K clone equations that is given by the previous lemma, and let A be 
the set of clone equations that is given there. Let C’ be @j(E) u A. To 
complete the proof, we will show that Z’ is not satisfiable in C(g), but that 
every subset of Z’ of power <K is satisfiable in C(g). 
If Z’ were satisfiable in C(g), then Lemma 40 would supply the 
contradiction that Z: is satisfiable in Z. Conversely, suppose that f’ is any 
subset of c’ with IT’1 < K. Clearly r’ is a subset of @p(r) u A for some 
Tc ?+Z with Irj < F. By our assumption about 2=, r is satisfiable Iin Z, and 
hence I-” is satisfiable in C(g), by Lemma 40. a 
We now turn to the analog of Theorem 2 for the variety g of groups. 
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THEOREM 42. Let T be a set that has no countably additive measures 
(except those concentrated on a point). If 9 <-Y; for t E T, then 
~<I-I,,.-K. 
ProoJ We can follow the proof of Theorem 32, more or less without 
change, up until Eq. (26), always replacing C(R) by C(g). More specifi- 
cally, let us write groups additively, for ease in comparing their clone with 
the clone of Abelian groups. Then every unary operation of group theory 
is fn(xO) =12x0 for some n E H. From this perspective, that proof can be 
continued, almost exactly as written, until we get to Eq. (26). At this point, 
we see that we have clone homomorphisms 
4”: n C(YJ4! + C(3) and I,&: C(3) -+ C(c) (t E T). 
Now an (obvious) clone-theoretic version of Lemma 6 tells us that the 
clone C(3) is countably weakly equationally compact. 
For a contradiction that completes the proof, we recall that 7 is K,- 
incompact (by Lemma 7), and then we apply Corollary 41 to see that C(9) 
is K,-incompact. 1 
Finally, we have the analog of Theorem 3 for the variety B of groups. 
Recall that P denotes the least measurable cardinal. 
THEOREM 43. For every variety W > 9 with 1 C(W)1 < p, there exists a 
variety W’ with IC(W’)l < p, such that W’ > ‘?J and W $ W’. 
ProoJ: This will follow from Theorem 35 as soon as we have shown 
that 9 is Ic-incompact for arbitrarily large cardinals IC < p. This is 
immediate from Lemma 9 and Corollary 41. m 
Thus, in the absence of measurable cardinals, the variety of groups, like 
the variety of Abelian groups, is completely meet-irreducible but has no 
cover. 
10. MISCELLANEOUS 
We mention one area where we are able to find the largest element in 
Lint of a collection of module varieties. Recall that the field F,, for IC an 
infinite cardinal, was defined just before Lemma 14 of Section 2. It 
is the algebraic closure of the field K, that is the extension of Q by K: 
(commuting) indeterminates. 
THEOREM 44. Let BK be the class of all commutative rings of charac- 
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teristic zero and of power <lc. Let Ax be the class of all module varieties 
R~ for REB~. The Lint-largest element of AK is RA for R the field F,. 
ProojY Let R be any commutative ring of characteristic zero with d E 
elements. To complete the proof we need only show that for any such R 
there exists a homomorphism 4: R -+ F,. By Lemma 15, there exists an 
ideal I such that R/I is an integral domain of characteristic zero. The 
quotient field F of R/I is a field of characteristic zero, with IFI 4 K. Thus 
by Lemma 14 there exists an embedding of F into F,. The composite map 
R-+R/I+F+F, 
is then the required homomorphism 4. 1 
We have not really begun to investigate the positions of varieties RA in 
tint for non-commutative rings R. We mention one interesting but isolated 
observation of George Bergman. If IZ is any integer 22, let us define the 
ring R, to be the non-commutative ring defined by the presentation 
(x, yI xy - yx = n). In other words, R, is the quotient of the free ring 
Z[x, ~1 on two generators by the smallest congruence that identifies n and 
xy - yx. Then, as the reader may easily verify, 
and n,A’ is not equivalent to nA for any commutative ring R. 
Referring to Fried and Sichler [S], we can use module varieties n& to 
solve (part of) Problem 5 on page 118 of the memoir [8] of Garcia arpd 
Taylor. (In fact, this solution existed years before 18-j appeared.) 
problem asks, “Is the breadth of Lint uncountable? Is there an anti&am 
which is a proper class?” The first question is answered affirmatively by the 
“Representation Theorem” on the first page of [S], which says that there 
exist arbitrarily large sets X of rings with unit such that for R, S E X, with 
R #S, there is no (unit-preserving) homomorphism R -+ S. 
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